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All I wanted to do was talk. I 'used to think to mySelf

a day will come when I will be able to talk.

Joseph Deacon
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Computer as Prosthesis. I Colden6erR

0.% Introduction:

Computers Can be used to,provide a radical' improvement in the scope and quality of life-
,

,
for a large class of people whoke autonomy is seriously diminished, by handicaps sucfi as

1, k

1
,

deafness, autism or cerebral palsy.

The key idea is quite simple:

If you have yoiuntary control of any muscle, there currenify,exiSts
a device that allows you to operate,an electric typewritrif

2. If you can-control a typewriter, you can control a computer.

3. If you can controt a computer, you have a powerful tool for
communication and 'access tO a vast range of valuable 'educational,
vocational and recreational activitiis.

A

This paperstocusses on the third step of this idea and grows out of work done-a the

Artificial Intelligence Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute ,of Technology. I greatfully

acknowledge the philosophical contributions of Seymour ert, director of the .1 Logo

Group at the laboratory. The work depended both on the tectinoi y-that grew out /if that

philosophy and on the patience .which tfiat philosoirtd fo.r.' project that was often
I

viewed as a distraction frowthe daily work of the LogikGroup. I am also deeply indebted

to the many Logo staff who helped in the design of the programsohe teachingE.and the

time
documentation: In particular, Ellen Hildreth devoted considerabie /land effort throughOut

the pilot studies in all phases of the project. Brire Edwards handled mostor the hardware

and system software needs including the. ,180 trite emergency trip' to make needed

adjustments. Margaret Minsky, Ron LebelJlekry Minsky and Jonathan Miller (the latter

two,. high school students) also contribuked immensely to the project. I am also very greatful

5"
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2
to the stafif of The Crotched Mountain Center in Greenfield, New Hampshire in

particular lo Dan Steinberg whOse energies kept bringing the Mountain to mri: until MIT

was convinced to 'go tO the mountain, and to Clinton Hilliard and Dr. Thomas Benson

who had worked behind the scenes all along to support this project. Finally, there is Dr.

Leo Geoffrion of the University of New Hampshire, who initially ,introduced me to Dan

Steinberg and, with Dan, first shifted my attention to cerebral palsied children. Leo has

also made nuMerous valuable, intellectual and editorial contributions to the nuMberless

drafts of this paper.

0. The Technology:

The application of electronic technology to aid communication for the severely handicapped

<}-eperson is not, relative to the technology itself, a new idea. SuCh aids have been reported as

far back as 1957 [LaVoy 1957] and continue sporadically to appear in the literature. [Fou lds

and Gaddis 1975, Kafafian 1973, Liistee and Vanaerheiden 1974] Yet, despite the

availability, variety and power of these'devices and despite the age of some of them

they are not yet well known or widely used. The most recent text on cerebral palsied

children catalogued in the Boston 'medical Li'brary (pa'rt of the Harvard Library system)

a 1974 text and resoUrce book on their diagnosis, treatment.and education -- makes no

.
mention of electronic adaptiv equipment, biofeedback or computers, despite the p of

an entire chapter devoted to ada ive devices. 4Marits 1974) Where computers e used, their

use is generally restricted to traditional omputer aided instruction (CAI) models. There are

two reports of. educational/therapeutic usei of computers which do not fit

6

raditional
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.

CAI model: Colby [1973] and Wier and Emanuel [1976] used the computer to catalyse

communication in an autistic child. DesPite the fact that much of Colby's rationale was

reported five years ago [Colby, 1971], the field still remains essentially unexplored.

Microprocessors are currently being added to the communication devices of Foulds and

Vanderheiden, and there.were some earlier efforts using computers as communication aids

aids rather than teachers potable among them the work of Eulenberg and Tallman.

Eulenberg has developed a speech prosthesis for non-vocal persons [Eulenberg 1976] and

Tallman [Tallman 1976] has reported work on a computer aided communication system also

for the non-vocal.

0.2 The Philosophy:

While it is certainly the case that cultural lag is at least part of the reason that these devices

and techniques are neither in wide use nor, for the most part, in good use where they are

known; it is my contention, that an even more central problem is that our technological

knowhow and philosophical outlooks are out of phase with each other.

What we try to accomplish -- and, perhaps more to the point, what.we do not try to

accomplish in habilitation and education of the handicapped is limited by what tools and

techniques'iwe have available and what ulti ate success we expect is possible. It is also
. I

influenced br our view -- perhaps limited our -normal. ethnocentrism '-- of what a

normal life must include. [Vernon and Makowsky 1969] Thus we may try for goals that-are

unrealistic and basically unnecessary, thereby frustrating the handicapped person. At ,the

7
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f,
same time, we may reject goals which sem to us unattainable, but which could, be expected

with a more appropriate pedagogy or technologyk It is probably Just as well that I do not at

. ( .

'the moment recall who it was who Studied the effectiveness of music in improving the life

of the iong-term institutionabzed mehtal patient iby installing a stereo system and-measuring.
J

the decrease in day-time pants'wetting. I have no doubt that they did, indeed, wet their

pants less frequently, nor do I question the validity of that observation as a measure of Ihe

improvements of their lives not to mIntion the lives of their attendints. Certainly, one

cannot question the Importance of im.proving the lives of these people in any wa.y, no

matter how small. But contrast that research .on improved living:with the unfortunately

less common view of Alan J. White, director of Project SEARCH. [HEW 1976]

[Connecticut.] has loflg had good programs to develop high creative
potential among schoolchildren where.it was found to exist, but only
in the last year has a serious effort been made to look for these
talents among- children who have learning disabilities or emotional
disturbances, or,who are so crippled or palsied they cannot work or
talk or hold a pencil to paper.,

By 'extensive and innovative testing, it was found that.12 percent of
the handicapped children who were studied were gifted, roughly
three times as many as in the general school population....

1Le-
The.first surprise...was that two-thirds of th handicapped
children...were capable of being tested. .They hid expected to be
able to test a quarter of them at most. "This group has exceptional
potential for growthr,..and training and creative activity in the arts,'
Mr. White said.. He suspected that families and teachers looked too
seldom fOr the creative spark that might be there, because they spent
all their agony and attentibn on the child's handicap. "They look
for the. defects:and try to .bring these up to strength," Mr. .White
said. ."When a child does have a strength, the parents turn away
from it and say., 'Thank goodness we don't have to do anything
abOut that.' My feeling is we should be building on those strengths."
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t.,

'If Mozart had had a severe speech defect that was given more attention than his piano

playing, we would never have heard of him! And how Vast a segment of our population

would be ineducable and'unemployable and, no doubt, would seem intellectually and

socially retarded if we, living in our current and tomplex* society, were to lack the

technology needed to create eyetlasses? ,

When we use the term 'special neede in. reference to handicapped children, the hope is to
v.%

convey an image of capability despite a dependency on some special services.. But we

frequently forget that it is the strvices and not their neCcis that are, special.. They begin

with the same needs that anyoneelse has, but remain needy betause we are emoticinally or

socially or technologically unready to meet those needs. One purpose of thii paper will be

to present an image of how a powerful computer technology can replace (or make

unnetessary) some of the functions lost by a handicapped child and thus enrich and

enhance his life. Several-significant changes in current practice in special education are

required; the technology Imakes such change both possible and promising. Specific

exampfes froth early pilot studies will illustrate these prothises.

0.3 The Psychology:

These experiences are, in themselves, a source op new and yfliiikle data aboui,

developmental, processes. Much of current cognitive piychological theory is dominated by,

notions .that pauive observation crf our environment is insufficient\cor learning, whether

that learning is at the perCeptual organizational leVel or whether it irivolves the so called

4\. 9
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higher cognitive processes. Indeed, serious problems are posed for this kind of theory when

a severely physkally handkapped person who has never passed 'normally through the

sensori-motor stage of development is able after a few minutes time to match 'in style and

detail the typical performance.of a bright able-bodied fifth grader on a drawing task that'

requires considerable sensitivity to angk and dimension. If we are to understand Mager

properly, we must conclude' that there is no such 'thing as the "passive" receipt of input

from the 'environment. The perceiver (not receiver),is constantly selectinitt processing and

interpreting the stimuli, even if he it severely physkally handkapped, and this is clearly a,

very active participation. Such has been our experience with a cerebral palsied adolescent,

Jay, who has never had any usefui functioning of his hands or arms (they are, in fact,

strapped down tO protect them and keep them out Of his way), any use of his legs at all, or

any speech. This observation becomes even more exciting when contrasted with the fact

' that Jay was for the first time demonstrating a high level of analytic and spacial ability,

and that he had been seen at retarded by several of the people who worked with him.'

After' only :hree days in the Logo environment, Jay's achievements were already enough to

Make a d4iference la his life not only because his own image of himself as a learn'er had

improved through a uniquely stimulating intellecual experience but because those who take

care of him had seen a new dimension of his Mind. Moreover, this fast and dramttic
:

'effect h1s hy no means been limited to a few of thechildren with whom I Worked. Aaving
.1

--;\ .
Se

access to a powerful technology which one can contrni oneself and with' which one, 4n

.experinient and get direct and immediate feedback creates suck a striktr,angen these

r
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children's sense of autonomy that it is almost not surprising that they typically perf'orm

'miracles in their first few minutes working with the computer An atitistic adolescent

observed to be mute and auumed to be deaf would splik hu f irst words to the robot turtle,

and child after child auumed to be mentally retarded would show clear evidence of no'rmal

or better Intellectual ability. These surprises give important lessons. in the handling of the

severely.handicapped individual and raise hard questions about currently accepted theory

as well as clinical practice. I cannot hope to answer most of these questions here, but feel it

essential that the evidence be presented so that these questions, which had previously been

considered somewhat settled, can be opened up once again.

0.4 The Money: -

It is estimated that about 100,000 victims of cerebral palsy are upable to corrimunicate

vocally as a result of their condition, and nearly 151),000 are unable to write. (These t

estimates do not include Individuals who have cerral language impairments due

example, to severe retardation, but includeonly those Whose communication .15 lirnited a the
. -.,

motor level.) The technology required to ameliorate this communication handicap I all

currently existing at least at the prototype level. Nene of it.depends on designs or devices

that could not be available within a matter of months. The human payoffs are, therefore,

quite realistic. Furthermore, the expectable alternative for most of the severely physically
,

handicapped individuals is a life of total suppOrt from governmental and private agencies.

This cost, during schooling,prior to age 2I is not uncommonly as high as 120,000 per year.

After the age of majority the cost may go down, but with an expectably drastiC.cut in
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ScrylLes AS well I.stimates of lifetime ,.supp,ii.r.fof 411 In StitOlitOnallted,' totally disabled

person range upwards from 15(X),000 No matter how greatly we improie the educational

and recreational asi3cts of the handKapped person's life, we are still only providing

bandaids until we can solve the enormoisly tragic.feeling of uselessness A life vegetating

expensively, even with stereo, just cannot compare with a ielf-supporting life of pOonally

veani.ngl ul and satisfying activity. lobi exist which depend more on the manipulation of

znformatton than on the manipulation of Mins, and which Sre therefore, in principle,

accessible even to the most severely physically handicapped persons. Such jobs as editing,

computer programming. reading specimens in a pathology lab and interpreting results or

'coding information from a slide for a computer,,and being a reference librarian all require

sensitivity. thought and personal expertise, but are not .as dependent on thelspeed of the

worker's output as they are on the competence of, the workeei. judgments. Radical 7-
experiments in work environment design must be attempted

0.4 The Coals of This Paper:

The tremendous potential far, revolutionizing evaluation and education fdr "ftse

handicapped has already been realized on a tiny scale in brief preliminary Iudfés. and the,

irnI.ACts extend to the economics and sociology of handicaps as well as to develcrprKental and

cognitive psychology. Mdst important is the realistiC promise el dignity and fulfillment to

lives that are now crushed and waited.

12 A
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.
. . ,

- My ultimate intentiOn is to presenea picture or a technological and: social environment
7.1i

. .. % .4 ::-
4 .

L .

within Which suCh vast improveinents,in.4e quility Of lil'e of a-handicap/led individual..,

Can be realized.tliat,wk can begin seeft his life as normal. In-this paper, I will begin tbat,,,i

A ( job:by reporting on ous cbrrent 'experiences irt pilot ,studies and will describe the -

. ,
V" 4 . . ,' , .

7 , . a.

' 7.. !
. . ,

4

:S4
;

practiCec cognitive theory and evaluation of poteniial should be clear and I will suggest

ecyscational spirit witinn-Vihich theie'studies, Were perform *The iniplications -for cliçcal

smile of the future research that seems needid.
.

Normal Needs, and Special Needs:
;-

.. 11 Normal Needs:
- 1

1.11 'A Budding Mozart: ,.a .11

Whatever it means to say that a person has the "potentiir to be a musical composer, it' is
. J

'i-

,

1.

s: ;

certainly-clear that the person's mind needs opportunities not Only for stimulation and
. .,

activi) ty, but for feedback from its activity. in "order to develop. Musical ideas that,reside in
,

that mind must .be exarriined, refined and extended if they are to give birth dr give way to
, .. .,.1. ' ,

new musical ideas. -Think now! Theassumption that a person has a musical mind is_never
--

made a peon. We always get some evidenceof it. Perhaps it is first seen in the baby's

n dance, or perhaps in,the child's faithful ng. Sometimes it must await a More

sophisticated conmunication. Wedo not su t someone ora talent for composing unless

..1. ,

he already has the performance ability to show it. And when the talent it discoveted, the
.

1

. Oval course Of its development includes a protracted period of skills acquisition. Some
4

experV,music teachers inCorporate Composition experienCes early in a child's musical

3
r .

r'.
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education to-tit performance skills remain the basics withoui wftIçh there'can be no feecilpik.

During this time,,,as every young musician ows, one spen s vatt 40 rand efftirt

e preparing to playlreat music, less tune ctUally playing aiiy, and -.lad ...or no tkne ,
.

. 4

i composing. Thus, we dore,t ':- ind More y:, the'point,, neither doerthe birdaing Mozart
c.

find out anything about the student's talents at Eornposing music until rather late in hii
.

-

4

training. Such extensive pr paration iiefore`biirjeig certain of one's interests can bela bad

(

business in estmeni Some former children are thankful ttiat tfieir parents forCed them-, .

through tiiis stage. dther'S are not.

112 A Buddini Anybody:

As 'a teaCher; I want to help my students develbp theirlpitonorny.

;

- v

am acutely aware that

thisgoal'is not athieved merely by offering them choicirand oPtions., Unless the Child can

act on, the choices arid -unless the choices have siinifiiintly different Consequences, merely

_

-having the Chices cannot be mea ingful. The problern.ii that theie-we ,so many options
-

.which a-seven 'year Old mind is-capable of inventing, wantingcr-aneven uhderstling, but *
9

which the severyear old bgdy is totally..unready for.. Other opittions are prevented1becatiie
- ... . ,,

. .pf eucational or experiential limitations. Examplesl'abound..grie child wants to ,*.'
.. .

experiment With nitisic. He is unable ta do .sa ...ryjiaut mivgal skills. Another ,thr is
.

interested in 'planets and planetary orbits, but lacks the mathemaiical scans for lo6kingvo.

-
abstractly at time and motion and lacks -both physical skills and equipment to do much

- -
od

-.playing" wiih the subject matter other than copying froin-books. He is ['Ruch more

:716handicapped in what he can do than, in what he can tiink about doing. .A third child

-62
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. -(,--
understands die Principle behind a,n animated cartoon and has a clever "flip-book" cartoon

-," . . t -,... .
itiel liiiing in his head, bp mt doesn't have the-patiencell ke hundreds of nearly identic{ \I

,

' , 4. .

I . .

drawings or the skill to make drawingssihat please hrand do justice to the original id
,

Many children (my former second graders, for exaniple) arg interested in.abatomy, but are,
,

ly limp& just to looking at pictüreg in a book becausetot,aye danger and difficulty of

rming anatomical experiments such as dAsecions. Th It is not Only musical

but all creative work which is put off by seemingly interminable_preparation and

. ,exercises.

The point,,,Of course, is hiot,to

intellectual growth nd love for
,

as they. are aCquir

-

,oz . 1 '' #

ignore,Skills acquisition; but,toystimulate curicisity aficl

leariling by protiding exciting applications of these skills
. .

rather than waiting for a large number of skills before applyig any.,
i)

enis (e.g., outdoors play,

and witchin

' ArichoOli attempt 'ncorporate some "casual lea?ning" enirOn

. museums,. ptetendin , zoospirents' workplacemovies, games, eati

Into teir program's, ciildren have more opportunities p mold their ow activities and can
r

thus stay closerlo the' frontiers of their OWifcleJelcipmentr.,tiuf4ire,are$.
'potential iri414ment in which the child is generally, at best, just a spectator.

,

s II vast areas of

ArN

4",

c\
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1.2 The Computer, Wiring Normal Needs Three IVIetapirs:

, .421 The CompUter as Entertainef:

Golctenbeti

It is a comnion Obstirvation that computer programmers,who have'access to theirlemachInes
\ -,,.-,

afer.hours will often spend those extra hours even after a full day's work, teachisig:the
-

,
. . . . r

machine -.tricks." They will teach it how to play tic-tacrtoe or to simulate a rocket th'at the
k,

user is' trying to ;land oh the moon. They will teach it to 'play mime friendly -joke On a

coworker, or to prisit Snoopy pictures on the line-Printer. And they LI bring their.children

to play with' the marvelous toy. It is remarkable that thislind of Playful and criative

time is put -in by Rrogramniers almost regardless of ho uch r how little they otherWise

like their .04...1h/hat:is it about Is toy that is So.engaging? Perhaps:It is the power to'

make it do one's bidding. Perhaps it is the opportunity to be involved)n an otherwise.
9.1

-

pats

inaCcessible actiiity, such as landing a rocket on the moon. Perhaps t is the access to

artistic creativity without having .to ve the artist, s hands. Perhaps if is the challenge of
, .i. .

.solVing tic-tac-toe sO,othoroughly tha .one can create'sn infillible playmite. Perhaps it i's

7) 0.'
4 . a,

Just the spirit of programming, one which'regards. non-working programs not as failures,
; .4 , 1

i.
.

but a's-unfinished products, things which can be fixed.' ,

-. -

1.22 The 'Computer as Assistant:
- ,

The problems of the budding anybody seem hoCto exist d thuring omputer programmer's ,

game time. How can we'put the power and opPortunity 'and creative freedom and

----0-211enge and spiri a computer programming in the hands of a young child? To avoid,

pinning it all on another protracted skillsvicquisition period, we must first develop a

a
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e

A

powerful computer language which a young child car, easily learn. We must also consider
A "11.-

how tilt compOter should resppnclback tp the child. If it can only print 'to the child, la

,child whcedoei not en joy- reading is. restricted in what he can do. But suppose the

computer can also control a robot. Thichilcf can teach that robot how to wander about on
-...r:

the floor making a drawing of its path, or run an Obstacle Course, or knock over a tower ofI
e .

blocks or escape from a maze. Suppoke the computer has a high-resolUtion graphics display
/ . . ..

p 4-
and high-speed animation capabilitie0 Then it can make drawings on a .TV scron. at the

chile% instruction. By teaching the cornputer haw to make the right drawings and when

t. ,and7 where to 'display them on' the TV 'screen, the thild can create original anirnated
I . .

tartaons: if the-,coniputer can.also generate musical tones, the child can instruct the

a *comp ter ta _ _ccompany his cartoon-with music or sound effects he composed. He can

naTrate the..sc5ne with printed text which 'Captions the cartoon at theoppropriate ,times.
4

With tfie.approp te equipmenNhe can even uie:cotpputer generated speeeh;.all"Cif his own
.

design.-fTfie possibilities for thedevelopment-of selfer'tcp ssion are vasr Kreovér, 6en .\
the non-reading child can cort1munica.te with the computer, perhaps by spegIing his

,

corrnandi directly ta the cbm uter, or by pressing buttons coded with pictures. The

-
computer, can speak 'its:messages ack to die child.

A

Designing and developing such a computer enviromnent for norroarschool-age children

has been One of the principle goali of the Logo Group at M.I.T. for the last se,Tal years,

4nd considerable experience wh..a yariety of children from"local public elerhentary Tc-hools

,,has shown us that the enthusiasm and creativity that We anticipated can, indeed, be

17,
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expected.
''...

1.23 The Computer as Animated Scratchpad: .

In, section 1.11, I suggested that a thind cannot develop in the total ,absence of feedback. .

There are alsolimes when We get enough feedback to do a job well, but remain unaware of

how much better we could do, if tile cost of that feedback were not so great. Consider

creative or expository,writing. We are accustomed to improving our composition over the

course of aleiv discrete drafts. Every 'revision, even of spelling, requires a whole new draft

with all of .the retyping involved.. Thus, student writers often find it more rewarding not to
. - .,

,

revieW their work than to try tot a. better grade. Heroic efforts (spending more than the
. .

usual tete patiently rewriting an idea) are unusual and so the "talented" writers are those

4%

who can produce a satisfying result on the first or second draft. A computer which ,

constantly displays the "current draft" on a TV screen and allovis one to delete or add a

paragraph in the middle.or.change the order of a few paragraphs or elirninate'or switch

words here and there with notetyping would make it possible to go through more of what

we currently' call "drafts". withoUt the tedium and effort. Perhaps a Child (or adult) who

couldnot produce a beautifully Writteri compoiition-in three draftt could do it in, twenty. If

the twenty took less time to do than two drafts normally take, we would see far greater

motivation to improve written work, and piobably many more literate writers. In the same

way, it may he that the scarcity of great musical corn. posers is not because too few people

have talented minds, but because too few have talented fingers.-
18
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1.3 Special Needs:

-15 Goldenberg

An adequate technology thus reduces the norMal child's learning handicaps. The same

.computer environrnent is easily tailored to the physically handicapped user. fven though

there is still room for clever work to find better methods of doingthis, all of the really basic

problernjnaking it possible for a severely physically handkapped non-vocal person to

Control a cornputer have already been solved by aimber of other researchers [Luster and

Vanderheiden 1974]. It is certainly not obvious that such a child need be any' rnort

handicapped at musical composition or architectural design than you or I once the Orciblem

of output and feedback is eliminated.

The deaf child's communication handicap slows down both input and feedback iEnglish.

Among those children fortunate enough to have been educated with Aign language, the

majority did not have it introduced to them as early as the hearing child's sharp language

began. Thus, even with 4n language, we are' handicapped in'our ability to transmit .to the
Cfz,

child as complex an idea as he is capable of producing and manipulating in his head. But
) , r--- ., .

. Iwe can provisSe such a child with a computer environment in which the linguistic
_

(

comple es are greatly reduced. The/child can then begin to generate his own'

intellectually exciting and challenging problerni'ankl can thus #xplore at his cOgnitfve and\
r

edjcätiona i Frontiers without alway.r havin to mediate that experience through his weakest

-link. Some preliminary observations suggest that the deaf ch)jd may have special abilities

in certain kinds of spatial thinking. It is instructive to real ze ihat his sign language has

aCcustomed him to carvinernea out of space and has not so strlictly constrained him to
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,

linearity as'English 'does.. Thus, in this area, his "handiear is certainly irrelevant and May.
.. ,.,

. .

actually tm an asset. The concern ii to' begin- seeing what the childis especially capable 4,
,

rather than focussing on whiit he is incapable,of doing.
%

*

. .

The notion of a prosthetic device.seems, at first, less aPt when apylied to the.autistic child;

but iecall the above examples. Although the deaf child can deal with verbally mediated

;.

. -. . .

situations, he is certainly not at his best using that medium. The physically handicapped

tochild.is at a disadvantage when he Must mediate interactian with the world through
:

coordinated, motor activity. In each case we bypass or ignore the weak communication

) ,
rhodality and see very fast and exciting changes in the child. Similarly, the autistic child is

not at his best when his contact with the world has to be mediated through people.

*Popular therapeut:c practiCe attempts to force theciiild to make eye-contact and work
-., \ ''

,

through people mOr. and more, but.as an initiil goal this may be ai counter-prOductive and
I,

ego-demolishing as strict oralism often is to the profoundly and preverbally deaf child. A

reasonable con jecture, and one for which goad evidence is being found, is that the autistic

, child's best route back to the world of people may be through having the machine-world

that he needs at first. Simple machines-like phonographs and small mechanical toys are

often very attractive.tci. the autistic child, behey seldom offer rich enough possibilities to
r-

expand the child's World., At the very least, learning how to communicate with a computer

teaches that communication works. Our recent experiences2 and others [Colby 1973, Wier

and Emanuel 1976) show that the computer., experience can bridge ihe gap tO human

communication and catalyze spontaneous communicative efforts.

0

Nato
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For the autistic o cleaf. or;erebral palsied child, whose autonomy is eve 1 morelimited than

the public schoj child's, the comptiter provides a.tool for creative activity! Because'

# . . .

enables these special children to affect and control their world, and because it is a ,tool with ..

wilich Ihey can become proficient and show off their creativity, it offers them a powerful

chan to develop their own feelings Of self "yforth, to see themselvesas learners and dors.

For us it provides a window,,perhap's-our only clear window, into the child's mind. And, as

it enables us to see more clearly into tiis thinking and ageing, it serves the not

only of diagnosk, but of deeplY Understanding and working with the child. '
.

) :14 Disorded Communication:

onny3 is a brig, friendly 14-year-old with, açfietoid cerebral palsy.
His speech is labored but usually underst able. His arm and
hand control is insufficient for all but e Most gross movements.
He talks comfortably of s abilities nd disabilities, and jUst-as
sensitive to those of his.sch linates too/ yOu know jay? He's even
morespastic than 1.am!"). ften s we/worked together; he 'Would
make a suggestion .about owj6 orarratte a device' for
another child. He is particul ly-Tictereited in designing aids for
cerebral palsi , people. He trolshis own electric wheelchair, but

e would prefe a non-e tr one CI' don'eget enoUgh exercise with
a electric whee hair . Srinard ,hand-pOwered wheelchair designs
have proved im ratt'cal for him..but he has invented one that he
feels would be uite uitable. Although he can imagine the design
of the chair, heVçannoI draw it. 11)6st give me a week with someone
who will draw fo rrie and I will tell him exactly what to draw.-

_
Expressive communication is not limited to verbal or written behavior. We give travel

6
y

directions with our hands, hum 'parts of tunes, and draw pictures and maps to help Make
1

our 'words clearer. When 'we speak, we 'ely so heavily op our facia expresIns, verbal
,.

4
.'tN

pauses and vocal inflections, that direct transcriptions of casually spoken messages are often

2 1
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A

extremely difficult to. comprehend Our written language -is full off' punctuation,

underlihings and fovnal. wordings in an attempt to' replace the inforniation that we

'nosinaliy convey without words.4 But not even bOdy language and gesture complere the
;

4icture. We communicate with.our environment, too, and do so by acti)zg upon it. Often

these actions serve important interpersonal commurlitation purposes. Without at least somer-

voluntary morifor'cdtitrol, thcre can be no communication.5 WithouCfully intact motor

coordinatiOn knd volitional movernent, some expressive communications will be impaired.

We regard serious abnormalities in sensaVon, perception, cognition, or motor cont ol as
.."

,. ,. . .

handicaps in themselVes. To 'the extent that they restrictOur cOmmunication, they give ri'se
, 1

. ( .

t hdary handicaps. It is artificial to-discuss these effects as if they were sepkrate and

distinct, but there can'be no doubt that the impact of the'cimmunication breakdo'w,n on a

perlon's qualiti of life is very grave, 'indeed. When the inforniatifon we.receive from

source is incomplete, unclear, arnbiguous Or contradictory, ok comprehension of our

situation suffers and our responses became inadequate or inappropriate further breaking

down the communication loop.

,

46.

4

The expressive and ptiV:.recee ispects of communication keep each other in tune. Although
, .

we ust raise serio6 quesqons about the theories which suggest That all learning requires,i

actiVe participation there Can be little doubt about the adliantages 'that a complete feedhack

loop from active Involvement has over "passive" informationpia from the environmeni

Any sensory, rceptual, cognitive, emotional or motor handicap alters or reduces the

2 2
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-feedhack loop.

it

enberR

From this point of view, the special needs of children may be vim mare striking than we

had supposed. In the same way that we are handicapped in,odr ability:to experiment with

al
music, a child whose probldhs in motor control prevent him from talking, writihg or typing

.

is handicapped) in his ability to experiment with language. If the development of- our

musical imagination and creativity depends on its use and, in panic ar, our feedback from

its use, we an see how Itlastingc- the lack of linguistic feedback may 'be to a child.

Mentil developMent in general suffers functional retardation when a persOn.ican never try

out iiii'ideas.and get feedback from the trials.

2. A Brief Philosophy of Computer Use with Handicapped Children:

21 Patching the Child vs. Patching the Environment:

2.11 Patchi g the Child:.

When we lac ed the technology to adapt an envirosnment to a child, then we were forced to

focus only on 'adapting the thild2to his environment.. Thus, when hearing could not be

restored to a deaf child by medical or electronic,means, the primary goal became speechti.nd

speech-reading, the most apporently normal communication channels available. When a

child's motor control was poor, then the primary goal, sometimes despite considerable pain

to ourselves and the child, was tz.improve it. But despite t worthiness- 'of good speech

and motor control as ends in themselves, they are for most of us simply means to the real

goal, a full and rich and satisfying life. The effort a Ehild must put out to improve a

2 3
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physical skill is generally extremely hard to motivate unless the child can see some clear sign

that the effort wilt pay oft. An emphasis on patching the child is beneficial only as long as

it is pursued with enough patience not to cause more frustration than growth and, more,

importantly, as long as,some interim way ft the child to regain and develop his ,autonomy

is fostered and, of course, cinly so long as real improvement is regularly seen.

2.12 Patching the Environment:
<

john.EulenbergfEulenberg 1976],ieferred toia handicap as a "sociological and technologial

artifact.*

It is a sociologiCal araact to the 'extent that we see a person with glasses as normal, but a

person with ,a'hearing.aid as handicapped. In our efforts to pursue the normal. routes to

edutation and grower, we may.,overlook aids_ that are already availablr. .An electric
I.

toothbrush may be a luxury for a normal person, but for Lisa, who cannot open her mouth

much and Cannot hold it open reliably, it is an essential tool for dental hygiene. Yet no

child on Lisa's ward owns on'e and no hospit'al or governmental regulation seerns to
-

mandate such purchases. The technology exists, but is not being used. Furthermore, those

adaptations that make life more convenient for a handicapped individual .are often not as

readily azcepted as aids for normal persons. Even the benificiaries sometimes come to

regard special adaptations as seCond best.6 The cosmetics Oi-an aid for normal people-- let

us say a remote cottrol switch for the TV would never be ignOred by the manufacturer,

. a
Out Similar consideration for the attractiveness of a deviCe and the dignity of its user ii'not,
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so universal in the design of aids for people identified as- handicapped. A 'speech

.
pathologist tells of his experience with two kinds of wheelchairs. When he trayels about in

his standard wheelchair and children look at him, their mothers Would say '1Don't look at
et%

that man; he's skk." When he travels on his bright yellow sleek electric motorized "golf-

cart wheelchair and children look at him, their mothers even encourage the curiosity.7
pt.

a

The handicap isa technoltical artifact as well. We are quite skilled at making aids tO

correct leyerely defective. vision, Clams are small, inexpensiVe, unobtrusive, attractive,

portabte and effective. Many people who wear glasses would be *lost without them" and
,

utterly barred filial the echicationat vocational and recreational lives they now lead. We

are not so skilled at making aids to correct even moderately defective hearing. Some

hearing-impaired individuals are able to use an amplified telephone perfectly well without

their hearing-aids, but cannot, even' Vtith the.aids, understand relatively loud speech in

daily pErson-to-person conversations without depending on lip-reading, gesture or heavy

contextual cues. Thehearing-akl technology is leaving needs unmet. Communication.aids

for the severely physical! handicapped are at an even more prirnitive level.' A rather large

variety of devices currently exist, most of which require either that the handicapped person
o

point to letters, words or phrases that are Orinted on a lap-board or select (without tke need

/ for pointing) from letters, words or phnses that cycle by on some sort of display. Successk

.

With these devices, despite oult.ability to personalize them considerably, still depends on the

physical capabilities, motivation and language level of the user. But even success with this

medium of communication generally provides tekt-production capability only and is

2 5
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,
therefore far from optimal.

o

:2.2 Three Ways Cdmputers can be Used in EducatiOn:

2.21 The Computer as Tutor:

Pectilips the.mQt common nón-bookkeeping.use of the computer in education is as a

private tutor. A program8 is'ciesigned by teachers and programmers to lead a child

through a sequence of steps to learn some desired 'behavior. Although the child may be an

active member of the child-comPuter tea , it is the child who is being programmed. The

interaction is guided by thecomputer which generally init-iates.all of the trariCactions (poses..,

1

. a pmblem, asks a question, gives an inst:vction)and chooses its next_course of action based ,

;'''

on the'hild's response to the last one. Proponents "of this use of the computer argue that

the computer, unlike a person, is reliably patient, able to keep detailed and4laWless records.

and able to juggle4tose records to choose...the smoothest path ,for the stent's learning
\LI

based on his past and current performance. this use of the computer might be called the

Hospital Model of educational intervention. Within the Hospital Model, siudents are.
.

tec.ted, screened and diagn3sed. Weaknezes amidentified and programs of remediatton,are:,

prescribed. This model is prevalent even in settings where the most iminediatelyyistble.,
,

and preemptive characteristic of the children is nOt some severe handicap.

't Serious risks attend this model. Though perhaps practical or certain academic skill goals.

computerized programmed learning streamlines an 'aspect of teaching which properly

constitutes only a tiny fraction of the business in which stu ents and teachers ought to be'

2 6
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, erSgaged. ,Moreover, it assumeNer priort,.that the child is not the agent, but .the patient.

Thus, whenever 'our goal for a child is to build h' titonorny, and initiative, the model is

counterproductive. At the bestprogress torfd.-aistonomy is superficial; at the worst, it is

undermined altogether.9'For ihe handicapped person, tte Hospital Model' is a superfhiOuS

. reminder of his own disabilities.

2.22 The Computer as Eyeglasses,

0

_Unlike a tutor, eyeglasses have Oagenda for the wearer. They/ contaikpp 'information

thirearer tOle;irri'and, they don't"ta to-teach.'. Yet they.illOw the wearer to do things that

a

would otherwise be-Aifficult, perhapr,IMpossible.. The computer allovis a Child to make An
-,

,ani7t.ed without reqUiring that he have the drawing skill in hishAnds; tO
4:

eitperime with musicaLideas without requiring that he first gain competence at an
_ )... .

,

: istrimeht. The COMputer extendi and arnfillfies the abilities °Of the person with nOrmal

Again, one sees the same (and mors). vast possibilities for people wht h ve special
,

5

needs.

1

e

The important cliitinction between the tutor:Metaphor ancf,the eyeglasses metaphor is the
. '.

5 .
.

shirt of.emphasts from prOgramthing oneself, to learning how to influeke one's)
5; 4

a

..-.;'4

'4100
surtoundings from focussing inward, to focussineoutward.

2 7
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2.23-The Computer as Mirror;
r

A device which can sense extreiriely varVons ad' we pert-win and can be
_

prpgrammed torrecognite the fine ,distinctior6'464en telivant arid irrelevant variations

can be used ,to'provide very.sensitiVe feedback On citir performance._ kocexam0e,-a i'1430.4ve

1 ..; . r --X. , ,i .. 4:; : ,i- . .f.:;
.

iUlachirie ,! which draws distinctly diffeient .picturei- depending on 0 'Fironunciron of a
e.

7. . 1 .
. -->,'' i--..,

,
,.. . ..

.

vowel can giye more accurate feedback than pur untiiinedekor deaf). ear can a Id thus is

' useful to elide us to c&rect proritnciation. (Nkkerson and Stevens
. , .

Kalikow and Steyens 19'761 A device capable of Wen f.

,ersopl

iociaifattiiity efore.
.

.
-

. 6.,,,44 ,
we have been able-,to mdter the strength. O6C dirta teprodpcp .yisi mcfve

y

can tell us whlt/e are:acidresswing..iFi-e? 6;r:rec"(musclei'it Will be easier to Consider t
`4,1` \

applica,poro thiSland..,Of nology.if I describe them in relation-to a-pakiculari4hila-

xho mikilt,.benefit rorn them.

fir \

,

Lisa a 13 year"old. spastic cerebral palsied girl whose size.and
physitari, development make her appear abOut, 9. Free. voluntafy

Jribtienient (arms, legs arid mouth) is extternely' "restricted in speed,
range, accul-acy and strength. S'he7catinOt sit heiself up Ai bed,
dress, feed .herself, control. her Whielchaire haf,a ref I
grasp, but tor practical uie, she cannot gasp or hold anything. 0
occasion, she speaks, but seldom produCes 'rtio than a high squeek..:
She .has signs-for "yes" and "no," and slowly nd with great effort,
she can point to words on her worit board. ithin the limitations
of ,her ability to respond, Lisa shows .th the can read; spelt:
(includitiereasonable spelling for new words), "arrange words in

inatical order and understa,nd spoken language. Despite some
diagnoses as mentally i-etarded, recent'clo&or's report begins

ifi,ith the words "This brightlittle fitjost school and rni.,dical

evaluatiiiris now agree that she,:may

Lisa's physkat consiiclerablAfrorn:'day to day with
motiyation apparently a ke)., -fictcfrrhis perhaps not -VeiY,
surprising when we consider the-payoffs ateives foi: her

,
A

-S

8
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efforts. The mark of real autonomy depends on what options acre
open to one. Forl_a child'whose movementi artincoordinped but
stronger than Lisa's, showSg, indePendence by doA-41-'itueh as
possible witput ,*(i) miet..bi the clearesQ, sign,or autonomy:: For '.

..Lisa,'howeyer, there ir no indepenclenceito.7show. 'There is nothing '
of real sal' nce in her life that she can;do Eompletely'alone, so all of-

),
,.., her efforts nly serve to help the person she is deperident on. Thus.,

the greatest.show of her autonomy, .paradoxlially, is to .do /vs, than
". she is capable of, to Withhold the help. that she can give, to use her

own dependency t control. others. The discrepancies 'betWeen her
best perforinances and her.typical perf,prman e ar0 greatSome
peole make generous 41lowahcis, lint others.say heis obstinate and,
lazy or even a cljtliberate con artist. The inter retations vary, but
the observations re ifie same; she seems unmoti ated and does.less

' than she appears pable of. -

. . ., 0 -

Ih order w give Lisa appr)priate care, we must consider bottCher
W'Physical ines and et psychological .state, _her motiiiation: In

school she ,appears not to ise her woitl-board ubless- coerced- into
But, being the first to respond to a question aiked in class is not a
riving lifelisue for her. The major problem that sheaf aces is that

her,,she could not-liv,e at. all. For Lisa, "making.a.
not of academics, but of keeping around.pityle\wh'Ci

cal care of her and whoin she I n. Pointing to
ou" or 1 like you" in the latter ontexNs something

she does, appatently. quitereadily.. Ifrone ollows the hne of
_thinking still further, it,,cosm' Lisa effort tocrnmunicate, and the'

returin should be great if we eipect her ,to make ,the invtment.
!With a sufficiently friendly-computer interface she could turn on or
off a TV at will, drive her own wheelchair, seiect from'ande
eventually create her own computer progiami. T)ce addition' of
ef ft-dent and saIiifying eomMunicatton. to her life may have an
avalanche of values.

-.Two novel lnpát devices, for the computer can be employed,in exciting and creative ways as
1

ickizuncts to or replacements for othet forms of therapy for handicapped ihdiiidu. One
-

is the eierknyometer (E

i mple lef
living" consis
have taken phy
'kiss" or "thank

-.417'

land the other is a speech aftzgic.

?.1.;

- '

a
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Jrhe EMM provides accurate and continuous measurements of the electrical activity of a

muscle or portion of a muscle. Properly used, it has helped patientilearn tk reduce
.r

muscular 'ten n .the processes, leading to migraine headaches,(educe theii blood
ta.

pressure, and" regulate circulation. Selective and sensitive response to the inputs from

multiple biosensors is a job that is impractical or impossible far a human monitor but easy

for a. computer. Clearly, the possibilities for using computers as intelligent monitors here-J.
4

are Very rich. Rese-a'rch has shown that even some pathological CNS processes Can be

conSciausly tonttrolled. This Wes -1.1 hope that seveVely or handicapped patients. can

:learn to contrd their pathological motor patterns and rega n the of limbs that had been

functionally.lost for yeags. -[Brudnyc et al.. 1974] The preliminary results Itave,been very

encouraging. With research 'and iiitelgent proCessing. of these signals, it inay be possible to

. use this kind of signaling as a voluntary -inkt to the' computer in a more random
, .

way than is currently seen in th myoelectric switches use? with scanning-t
_

.. .

,

.-

access

peinput devices.

.,

, )

. Research grounded in .the belief that tphysicaand mental: skills" are higlity similar' bas-
, ,

produced some observations that lead to a new understanding cif the developm4t ttrid
1

facilitation of physical skills. [Austin'1974] For instance people at the Logo Group have
.4Set" : -

taught others to ju gle without eithevouching)them or demonstrating the skill.

notii3n that a. compl x.physical procedure such as juggling can be decomposed into smaller
e '

)
easy-to-learn imb2Procedures and can be communicated verbally.-(intellectually) has a

The

4.

message for the-,haliilitation of Lisa and children like her. Locating an object in spaCe anit

grasping it ris'a.com x procedur

' .

We can seibabiet practicing tkrprlmitivei" ;arid sub-
s
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which, combined properly, will lead.to Reach-and-Grasp: Whpt about a child

like Lisa? Such a child gets inadequate feedback either becauseshe cannot praceic well,

(she cannot make enough of a movemenvo get clear visual and proprioceptive information

back) or.because so much extralhous movementis occurring that it is too difficult te:1'

determine what part of the feedback is signal an51 what part,noise. Teach s who have a .

clear understanding
,09
of how physical skills are built up and who can provide iccurate

' .. ..,

sensitiie feedback may be able to help Lisa learo to Reach-and-Grasp much The way I
. .

e . ,,,,,
,.

Couldlearn to juggle. The fad that' Reach-and-Grasp is not "natural" to het may be no
I

, . .. .

kmore ofia hindrance thin the fact Chat juggling-is not natural to me.

1Ce

- ,

Although this is another applicAtion of the Hospital ModeV.,, the agenda is not
., ,./

'patient --44.ese goals are of obv ously treat Italue 'to a person such is Lisa'. and are so
,

.

, L

intrinsically tied up with he(o experience 00 autonomy Oa t. it4,hecornes academic to
,

, .

-objoct *that the_therapfshe receives explicitly amines her dependency.. Lisa is, in,, tact,
.

,
.

,., --

highly dependent On others for almost all of her care Even so, some of the.risks.of the,

HOspital odetiI apply a.\:,.it is worth trying to av41d those risks. As hberaking ah'
, .

experience as it is to gain new controkof oneselfait must have eJen grealer significartce to

the

4-

see that one can use this self-ctinerol to have"predi table and desired effects on one's
_

enyironment. In order for Lisa to communicate withit Compeer, she muit perf oral some .

voluntary act.. The EMM'allowi'as to,-C'`hoos'eiensitively among the acts that Lisa perforins

to find onerthat both allows h the optimal access to the compute!' and communication, and

pracce* a t4,tisctilar act that'ii 'beneficial for her. Furthermore, it allows us to select a
.

A

3.
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miltaiTir act which may not yet be capable of serving Lisa other ways. Thus, we are Plot

sugar coating an exercise to rn ke it fuh, but taking an enjoyable and beneficial activity
, I

nefit. The phiphical distinction, I believe,an adding to it,-ft% free, ano

*. iiriportaniz AdO

'peech analysis technology offers similar possibilities. There exist devides which are

.cApable of learning to recoghizethe user'S 'Vocal produciiOns (whatever ,they.are)ahd

responding in .3 differenLwyto each vocalizaticLisa, consist repeataNity:
-

`ai-e-both difficlilt; but ndt.nearly Là' dieficult is is clear aiti Ulation. 'full apd

con-iprehensible speech is, at present, an Unrealistic, frustrating and prolubly-dischuraging'
,

. -

7
goal for Lisa;.but it'seems quite likely that she can learn to produce enough distinct scikinds

to use for communication. If she had a device _that could decOde h r vocalizations and,

more to the point, Was(-a-lwys with h r perhaps.insta1le ci, in her wheekhair several

benefits might be derived. The immediate beifefit i the new modality with which she:Can., .
;,

.. ,
:control things whether tliai be moving her wheelchair

,
or causing' a Voice:producing

, 4

..clev ice la say the 'Words she had wanted to th her Own mouth: A''secondaiy ben1ifi_t
:0.

f ' .
.': .,! 7/:

., comes fromtthe feeling tha her ziotte as 'adeciva, to''the task. Ii.sheCan Make five

cifstinct soundi, and cio see, herself, that he was vccessful at That,,she has tfie motivation
4

of sucCess to try -fpra sixth sound.
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3. Communicating with the Computer:
\..___, .

3.1 PAinciples ol* Inputting:,

(,
4 29 Goldenberg.

.
;, v.

The computer it capable of recognizing a certain fixed number, of sig)Aals. We may assign
. . I L.-

-these s gnab any particular meaning we hie, ei,Jetters!numbers and;puncemation, or whole
. ,

,

commands. It May have been taught to understand combinations -of these symbols. For"

.
.

example, if the basic signals stand for letters, the computer May have -been taught also to
/ , r

l ':
s

-- underiqnd wiirdi.- to 'communicate with the Computer, We mint be able to, send it the 0 asic

, signals it recognizes, which must then bearrang)ed or us on a kind of °Menu. For the most ,

. pith.; only tivo systems, far arzanging the iteirfs on'The Menu are in Use; arrahgementi in

space and arrangements in time.

3.11 Arrangemints in Space: (
,.,

t t h e chokes are laid out in some convenient array with one switch per item and the user
1

9 tk

selects the Items directly .0fictiVattingt eheapprup;iteswitctL . A. tyPewriter is sigh A..'system:.

wheie ihe informationVone-Cin sen4 includes numbers, letters and special symbols, spaces,
. ,

-.tEach *charactei:.has its own key and one aims and pre.iiei; Atitoma* etvators use. the
.'.

.,-vt

- ,

: same kind of inputcsystem..- The primari advantage is that all of the iipti ns 'are visible at
4'

once and the user. has "random, access" to the choices, that is, he ca gee:a y one as quickly

.vand easaily is .a, oth r choice. The4requir
i...-

tptions to .be pr nied arid that the user have the abihty to aim With speed adequate tO

make the selection practical.

its arc that one, has enough r alt of

4
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34.2 Arrangementein TiMe:"

Againelhe .Choices,..are laid out in .sOrtie Convenlent,:arr.ay;.but this time there is.,only .ont

switch controlling all of the choices;.6 The switch is tailored to the abilities of the user. The

user may Signa by bumping the sWitch, e.g. with his haOcl'ibr,Iunee.,OrrAoy blOwing Apnritp or

by rnalsing a vocal noise; or by flicking it with his tongue Or by letting an EMM recQvtde
u

Coldenb,rz

i., , i
r., the twith.iiiSg of his:eyebrow ome kind of indicator (an airOw or light) ntoves.pait each

, .-". ,. - '- .:r
."----...) ,

` option and cycles ack to the 'nning when it has reached the end of, the list. The. user
...!....

_. decides which op on herwanti and-Waits until Me indicator offers that particulai option:
, .

Then'the user actiMates. the sivitch, selecting that optiOn and sendingit to the coMputer.

> Modifications of t e basic idea can be made when needed. For example. if there are Very

many options, it is impractical tO wait r all to c'Ycle as is'ihe case if we wanted'ito

make available *II of ,the letters in the alphabet and numbers and punctuation as well. .In
. ,

situatipns liKe this,,the options may be arranged in a two-dimensional ar : The indicator
. ."

(in this cese, boxes)-cycles by the rows allowing the ser first to signal which rcii, this

desired character isin. (Fig 3.1) Then the indicator es within alai roW until The used

ienits anOther signal. I aing The desirertf;tte'r..'(i.

"
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.
4

inlheseJillustrationsTAe order in which the-letters wer arrang was seleCted to minimize

the waiting time for the letters used most frequently Us trawing with the 1...4o computer

"
languagei:The,iarge'square.to the righi of the menu is a drawing screen and,the triangUlar t
shape inside.it is the..!turtle" that foilOws instructions_io create a drawing. It is currently

)
facing up' and would move in that direction if told to move FORWARElf.,It an also turri4

s-

-.

-to the RIC.14T or LEFT to facVn.aoothef dirktion. We must tell it hoW far 'to move

min, With all the letters and numbers available, the user'FORWAR and tiow mud,

411

has access.to theg,entireLogo language. The system that we used ITtOst often with the
c

severely physically handicapped children gave them a more limited choice on the menu, but

4 . .

.

,
in returry,did not require that they laboriously.spell out each Computer command. This was

..i

4""cni.7-hic less flexible'and eventually woUld have been to restrictive, but initialli,produced a .';'., .

1...
, .. . .,,

very niceresponse-to-effort'ratio. This kind of scarirlifig systern.does not requie aim as
.

does the arrangment-in-space scheme, ancrtherefdre has the advantage, of 'being suitable
r.

).
*fur a person who lacks fine motor control. The principle disadvantageis hat one d.oes ilut

have random access to the,choices,,but mist wait for the desi,red choice to be presented.

Withpeech sound analysis, of cOUrse, the waiting can be eh inated. A computer that can

recognize the spoken words of a user

speech to have random access'to the

f inaltuate.motor control flr aiming.

e

makes it possible for a tiser wto has any consistent

computer's vocabulary even though he might,haVe

rs
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3.2 Drawing with the Turtle: 17

rt e f ore considering the responses of individual children, let us examine how. a ,simpfev'

drawing of a house might be made. Figure 3.3 shows.the arrow pointing to FORWARD

and the turtle has drawn the line. The distance, 3, has already been selected and the

Ommaad,,FORWARS 3, appeari at the bottom of the screen. 'The number 8 is then

selected and the command LEFT is given. (Fig. 3.4) Again the acimplete command appears

at the bottom of the screen. The turtle 'remembers" the %side and the angle separately so

that one can conveniently,draw without respecifying the dimensions that remain the same.

1 2 4 4 5 6 7 8 9
FORWARD

>LEFT
RIGia
ERASE
GET

$41yE

DRAW
DON'T DRAW!
,FLASe.
CLEAR -

SOMEINING ELSE

E JORTLE1S
e

37

PEN IS DOWN.
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of.t,

1 3 4 ,5 6 7 8 9

46RWA1tO,
`,LCF'T '-:"

'RIGHt-

ER5A5SE'

GET

SAVE
DRAW!

DON'T DRAW!
FLASH
..LLEAR

SOMETHING ELSE

/1igure 3.3

".7

THE TURTLE'S PEN 71$ DOWN.

FORWARD 3

Thus; the Sequence FORK1ARD, LEFT, FORWARD, LEFT now ,completes a triangle.

Ideally, we would like to name it, but we do not have letters available, So we g/WE they-

trian'gle as picture NUMBER I.'(Fig. 3.5) In a similar*manner, we draw and save a picture
C

of-a sOire. (Figs. 3.6, 31, 3S.8).,NOt.ethat the angle had tO be7ch a nged to a LEFT 6 and so
t

that number had to be specified. The turtle.has ended up in the lower right hand corner

of the square, but it would be more conienient if it ended at the top, since we wilI want to-

put the triangle at the top to make a roof.

1 '
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

FORWARD.

LEFT,

RIGHT
ERASE
GET

'SAVE
oR01--
DON'T DRAW!
NASH
CLERRT.'
13t1ETHING ELSE.

pL -re 3.5

NUMBEW 1

' THE TURTLE'S PEN IS DOWN.

,l. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

PORIORD
'>LEFT

IGHT

ekOr !4

GET

SAVE'

DRAW!
DON' T DRAW!

FLASH
CLEAR
SOMETHING ELSE

cigure 3. 6

LEFT 6-

THE TURTLE4S PEN IS DOWN.

39
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1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9

FORWARD
>LEFT

RIGHT
ERASE
GET

SAVE
DRAW!

DON'T' -1312°.114:

FLAW,"'
CLEAR \

SOMETHING ELSE

viire

V

LEFT 6

'ft

5

THE TURTLE'S PEN IS DOWN.
01

1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 8 9

>FORWARD
LEFT
RIGHT
ERASE
GET

SAVE
DRAW!
DON'T DRAW!

.FLASH
CLEAR

. SOMETHING ELSE

2-Z 7-e 3. 5

FORWARD 3
THE 'TURTLE'S PEN IS DOWN:.

4 0
'
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So in Fig. 3.9, we begin by turning.the turtle LE T 6. Then when we .6E1:2/picture

37

a

Goldenberg

NUMBER4 (the square), it, too, is rotated (10 degrees to the left and the turtleis now at the

top. (Fig. 3.10) Simply GETting the triangle (Fig. 3.11) causes a bug! The- triangle. is
4

. .,;

drawn exactly as it was when we saved it,l-so the hse flips its lid. That can be fixed by
.. 4 .

turning the turtle LEFT
i

2 (Fig. 3.12rbetween G Tting the sqU'are and G.ETting -the
,.,

. .. .,

triangle (Fig. 3.13). --,.

1 2 -3 4' 5 6 7 8 9
FORWARD
AEFT
RIGHT
.ERASE

GET
SAVE.

DR011!4

DON' T DRAW !

FLASH
dLEAR
SOMETHING ELSE ,

LEFT 6
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1. 2 3 4 5 6 ,7 8 AI

fORWARb
LEFT
RIGHT
ERASE

>G5T
SAVE
'DRAW!

DON'T DRAW!
FLASH'

CLEAR
SOOETHING ELSE r

fipzre 3. k

NUMBER 2

6-Wittenberg

a

THE TURTLE'S PEN IS. DOWN.
e .

1 2 3. 4" 5 6 7 9

FORWARD
L'Ef T

,RIGHT
ERASE

>GET
..SAV

DRA

DON' T DRAW!

'FLASH
CLEAR
SOMETHING ELSE

e 3, 44

tHE TURTLE'S PE°N -IS DOWN

4°2

/
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,q:6

FORIARD
>LtFT
RIGHT
ERASE,,

:SAVE7,

'DRAW"!

'DON'T DRAW!

`'

FLASH
) gLEAR

OMETHING ELSE.

4

T'HE TURTLE S PEN,

LEFT 2
St

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 81
FORWARO. ,

RIGHT
ERASE.

>G_ET

.SA-VE .

, ..,ORTI-W1 .
:I/,i 1DRitt4.!

4.,

CLEAR .,,fr",t
ELSE

... St

1.

*-t

411 J

4THE TURTLE'S PEN IS DOWN.

NUMBER \-1'
,

10)
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By gtving the;turtle the DON',..DRAW! 'cornmand,..ye tan
'It

,40 Goldenberg
. ..._...)

.-1 .. .',':'
,

k .

ihy

-

rnove it without leaving a

r-trace. It picks its, pen up before changing position a d does not draw,* line. ,(Fig. 3.14)

1-.7"

4::16

e

1 2 -3 t)
FORWAR

>LEFT..
-

ERE

SAVE
ORM,' !(-..

DON'T RAW!
*s

RLflSicJ

l'4:,CLtRR

ANTE T
,

,

6
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Using the .full alpyibet, Jay created/an interliting Wquenc designs. The first. was a
t\

. lollipbp shapelwhiCh he called MOm. Of particular interest is the care with wh4li he

esigned it: The stem was a FORWARD, but beforekhe could-have the turtle circl

to draw the top he had to turn th,turtle to face perpendicularto the line he hfd just

drawn. He chow to turn it to the RIGHT. Then, in draWing the circle, he hadt, toAnake
.

41fee turtle curve toward the/..EFT: Had'he forgitten either of these details, he would have

NiclX very_ different picture. Fie produced the picture and then modified it s-lightly by

- ., changing,the angle, between .the line arid the circle to 95 degzes. It was not cle r what

,

IP 4'

purpose 'this modificati n served until he pJour o the MOMs together to m he

picture he called GOING. (Fig. 3.15). Eight OINGs made a DADS. (Fig., 3.16J- Jay then

'COM ed t)iree40ADSi.to make a JAY. ( 317) Figure 3.18 shows, an intricate ign
.

created brahWyear old girl who has

wheelchai(imentioned 4n section 1.4)..'cr
, 4

0 GO.INt
10 ,MOM
20 roll
30 MOM
48 MOM
END

,

never drawn before and figure 3.19 shows Johnro s

JO, Di9DS.

113:-GOING
iv:GOING
5GflTN
GcG NG

NG
GOING

END -figt,e 3.46

n o
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4. Chiltifen Whojiaile' Worked with Logo:

ary experiences with 'aWe have had enough preli

* ,

4

ariety of children to feel confident
,

That we havethe right ideas and'approach, if not yet the optimal') irnplemehtation of them.

We have worked With 9 cerebral palsied children 9f whomoneis deaf and two of swhom
(/.. , , 2

-,
-1 , 41

.

-- have ap)hasic` la ua6 disorilei . We have worked With 7 cleat children not including the

one just mentioned, and 6
4. 4.

dren diagnosed al autistic, including one who was. also

t
diagn ed as deaf. The following few illustratioqs describe only short experiments, for

, ' if
indeed, e. have not yet had enough opportunity to work wilth the children over an

11

extended period of time. Even so, these.samplek of our exper4nces should serve to explairi

our'entheu'siasm.about proceding with the:research.

4.1 {isan -- An Adolescent wie Abitetoid Cerebral Palsy:

Susip is 161e old, Oficiripleiie arid generally 'aksi),med to e

ilcily..retarded:_ er speech is iMProving. She'does rrot
the .a communic board. She can feed herself slowly and can

1typesusing her righ hand and a guarded keyboard. Her reading
'and arithmetic are b th at the primary grade level.

Wheci Susan first,saw t e equipment on her, ward, she wanted to try. it out. Sh could not,
. .

at 2fir'st,,,i;OtaUse:there were vfOrkini With it arid.....becaus
. .

*4.

z

oto

c

s .. : ""

u e t thai wOuld allow 'a...person with such vere physical disabilftiet io operate

adewately.w s

chance. _When

the_ phy'iitt'al fl

how to move it.

'it

not working properly ,at the time. So SUsan wataied whenever she had the. .

shefin4Ify did et the char') to control the cornPeuter, 'she had alre,ady seen

41 , ;I
;r, C

'turtle move around nd had heard little 'pieces or my explanation about

e had no adequate guard for the typewriter afyirsp arrangecra
. .

4 `1. i
" , .

x

-
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:
''systerh simil,ar to the one described'above to, help her"cQmmunicate with the computer. At

that time, weithad no TV graphics display and so we had to )se a mechani

instructiorts to,the turtle were written in bne collimn on a lece of paper and the numbers

froin l'to 9 were.-Written' in ahother column. This Paper was inserted in a flatbed plotter sb

that the plotter could point sequentially at the items in one columii,,seanning frOm,IFie top

GoldenberA

I scanner.. T he

to the bottom and then beginning back at the top again. When Susan wanted to ci?rid a
4

Particular instruction to the turtle, she had to wait,for the plotter to point to that instr tion

and then hit Any key on the teletype. \ If she w4ned the turtle to go forward a differerit

distance (or

niimber an

to turn through a different angle)

riii.Vve the Command. To Select

NUMBERS, setect that, and the pointer on the plotter Would then slide over to a different

than it did before, she had to first select a

a nui4er, she would w-ait r the cominand

s
column which-bad only nuMbers in it. .Atftekshe had chosen a number, the:pointer on.the

.platf.fer Would automatitally go back to the-command coluinn to allow Susan to choose'what

action the numberwould be applied to.'

Offered the choice of making'the turtle draw for her or using it to knock down a tower. ,

she chose to draw.

wereon the list of

I had been told that Susan .cbuld .not .reatNhe particular wordst that
-1,0

* ,

\--to -it.r.I was not6thinking much about what the turtle was drawing and assumed that h4r. Y '
_ I

k s.
.

. .

s and so, at first, I read each command as the p'ointer pointed

initial play was essentially without a plan. Iving chosen the largest number for.bo h the

turtle's distance forward-Vitt; the tiirtle's titrn tp the right,'Susan madeThree lines line

,right and another line, a very sharp turn to the left_

1.

foll6 ed tot a very sharp turn to th
.

t
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4.

acid a third line. I tom

14.

alt

Goldenberz

nted 4tha she had caused theurtle to draw an N, Susaii's lasr

name initial. ,She seeMid very pleakd and moved the turtle far off to the left of the N.

tier selecting a smaller n4er tp shorten the distary Xat the turtle wOuld go-forwalidAf. ,,
each time, she began- drawfrig again. At first, I thought she was going to make a smaller N,

because she4 left the -angle the same. She made an N-like design and then diminished the

angle that the tur would turn: Systematically, she made short lines and ,gentle turns, first

e right to draw an S. Her initials SN! Total time from herto the left and then later

allsed inability :to, read the comma

non-trivial task: about 30 minutes.

tt.

4.2 "Aren'Lsou 4Aappy at me!" -- A Disturbed Five Y

ds to the Com letibn of her surely, planned and very

***%* "Nancy is 5 years old with original diag oses that in-dude early
childhood autism. Although that diagrosis is now in question, he
behavior and 'communication ae quite clearly very- disturbed. A ir
times she-900ears lost in a.worlecif her oWn and;she sOrnetimes talks

- .-to..ribjects or people in that world. When The speaks, her wording is ,..

oftenGittiosyncratic and her inflection stereotyped. When she entered
the unfamiliar surrOundings of Vur labOratory, she was tlutchini .

ofito her teacher.with her:left hand and pinching her eyes shut with
her right.

itc' I showed Nancy the TV17tUrtle Since Nancy 'is A very young child and a non-reader and
,

sinc her. handicap was not 'phisical, thought she would do best with .the "slót-machin-e" 4
7. 'opt 7vice. Each instruction .is shown i ideographic symbo n .a plastic card which

sh4could ihiseri in a slot in theelfine. When ihe has as,semtil sequence of stich

/2r-_,

Cards, she could press a button-anthalliof theinst uCtions woUld; e run. She played, with",,
;

this fiir a ftWInitiutes but howedno articiIar gferesrin jt.. With a felt-tip pen, I kew

4 8

a
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i

simple house on the. TV screen, to suggest something sp might like to draw. Apparently, it

suggested the use of the pen only, and io she drew her own symbols' on theicards, and

occasionaHy on oifier pieces of equipment.
.s1

%

But drawings on a screen are not touchable, and the connection between a card and its-.

effect is not immediatror transparent since one Aust wait for a whole sequence of cards

before starting
,
a program. Conjecturing that the whole process vtas too distant and

symbolic for her at that time, I ihoweA her the floor turtle and placed a_ teletype an re

floor right next to the turtle.so.that she and the.nirtle could "live iii the same world.- To
. ,

control the'urtle, aliShe fad to do was ergss F for f rward,'R for-right turn, L for left

. turn, T for toot, eft. She knew her letters ang/I naiv ly did not'iisiime any need tO label

the special keys. She was interested Put had difficulty keeping .track. of the keys that
?

oduced an effect. I put stickers on each speciat key. Each sticker shoWed only the same

er as the key it Covered; but thewhite'sticker,with a red leiter on it waS enough iCvdrawi.
Nancy's attention away from the other keys. . She still played -with otherbuttorm bui now

appearing to ,dO ig/rather deliberately. She would press F several times, looking at the

turtle, and then would press (unlabeled and functionless) M once or twice, again looking

closely at the turtle. After a while of active and, very clearly interested play (and some

) #

enthusiastk cOmmehts), she rii6le a label for th M bt.10n just lik'e the labels I hail' made

for the other 'special ke . She then tried playin with the various labeled buttons again.

Her attempt to give M a function was so yery clear. The experiment gave her a great deal

irgormation that my previous, explanations had failed to convey she stopped most of-

44_1
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her playing/with unlabeled buttons and restricted her activities to the ones she knew had an

effect. It ,was also clearthat she could' cause actions that ihe liked by pressing the right

buttons. As she gave the turtle commands to come andgo d toot, I narrated, thee

46 "/. S
Goldenberg

6
imagintry script "you...are making that turtle come to you.Sfe directed thp turtle to)

krkock.over 4 tower of small..wooden btockCs; to cddie to her and 'run' away" from her an
J

even to "talk".(toot) to her, at her command. (The descriptions of the turtle's behavior, that

is,""rtinning away" or,:talking" were usually initiated by .rne, but she seemed to enioy my

chatter and occasionally picked up on it hers,elf.) She was communicating her own ideas to
. S.

, ,

Mat turtli and she could see consistent ar.d clear responses to her communications. This power

- was real, she could see it! Her interest and involvenient were easily- apparent to me and

her teachers, as she became more active and Ai more in control, bothof herselrand of tip

turtle than she had been eirlier. She also said, several times, "I'm so happy at that turtle.
,

That turtle ens to me. Aren't you happy at mer.

14 Joey's-First Wordss \.;
Joey is 12 years old. He is diagnosed.ai autistic and "praably deaf."
It is reported that he haS never spoken, but he makes certain soundi
repetitively at tirrtes. He does not respond to sudden loud sound
but .then neither does he respond to cuts,.iscrapes;And bruises, even

A ohes that can be assunied to be fairly painful. He does not have tht
common autistic hand or face mannerisms, nor does he "look
through" people as autistic children are famous for, but he does tend <

Jo ignore personal contact and withdraw from others. Some people
working with' him guess him to.be, bright, though nobody is in a

yositisi tb say hoW bright.

When fiiOrled with key, I oceasionally_signed,tb.hith despite the lack of any,evidence that

5 0
S7
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he ynderst sign language or was .even watch" g me. .I was also constantlynarrating

everything...4h was thinking for the benefit of his teacher who was siling nearby,arid to

help make our vileCitapect documentation a little more intelligible than it would have been
,

without a -sound-track. We began by working with the floor turtle. Joey had pushed the
. .

keys on the teletype for-a short while, long enough to see that the turtle could be controlled

that way, and then !stretched out on .t4loor near the turtle, leaui0 me atthe 'teletype arta

resting his feet againstirly knees. His interactions with the turtle rere now physical 'and',

direct. He made it draw by pushing it around with his hands. VAen, shortl , the pen fell,

out, he turned the tu le (upside down carefully, and Sti;idi 'the aside Dqiing this time he

(
did not push 'the turt around, bsit tried repeja , It pe, pety' 451,( .int9 its cl#rrp,

s

presumably so that he could continte_ raw. -0: , ine succeeded getting it so stay in
,

for a few seconds and rmediately began pushing the/tirtle. When the pen fell out again,

,....he stOpPed pushing and tried' to reseat the Pen. An ther time, he seated the pen securely,

, c
but nen in contact with the flopr.when the turtle was rightsid up: He did *not push thAe.

,ft' .

, turtle thep, and eemed for a mornbrit to havegiven up, but after a whilehe tried again to
. / . ' Is '
adjust the pen. It was very Oear what;his intenfions were and that he was willing to spend

time and effort,to realize them. It took him almost ion minutes of careful arifd repeated and

most unrewarded effort before I offered to help. He held the turtle up for me, while I

adjusted the pen. When the pen was finally in, Joey began pushing' the turtle in circles. I

, ,,
said wonder wharhappens if Ipick the pen up" and, from the isepaard, I withdrew the.

pen from the floor,, Joey ;seemed not taliotice at first, and I-rmented for the video-tape,
0

He didn't notice...he didn't notice." Jae) hid' wn and repeated the word several times,

r
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until I made t e pen go doWn. He did ncitOush the turtle tittil I got the pen back down, at

which tirne he became quiet for.a momelfit 'and then spoke again. The words were muddier

this'time, but sounded very glitch like "Thank yaw": -Joey spoke his first words on videotape

and then went silently back to Oushing the turtle:

_

What seems most impressive is the possibility that the turtle might serve as a useful

intermediary between Joey and a therapist or teacher. Joey can relate to that machine, and

it is a relationship that can be shared with another p on, as indeed-happened in this

example' Itis also a re1.4ionship that can change and gr ow With Joey, since the computer's
, .

1.'isand behavior can be determined enttrili by Joey and his teacher. ,

4

4.4 'An Mitistic Boy -- When is Perseveration not Perseveration?

Kevin is 11 years old. He is also diagnosed as autistic. He is clearly
quite- bright, and his arithmetic and spatial perception are both
;excellent as is his reading. Although his-speech is often
coinmunicatfte, it is unmistakably the stereotyped and formal speech
s'ei often noted in autistic adolescents. It is 'mit always possible to
make Kevin "hear" what, has been said to him. His behavior shows
the rigidity and perseveration characteristic of autism and his
attention span is described as short.

One cause of perseverative behavior is fear of new choices, comfort that the current

behavior is understood and safe. It was not obvious that this was the principle cause of

'Ketiin's perseveration (as it very Often is-among mentally-retarded adults), but it seemed to

).
,

.

-be so. For Kevin, the computer Offered chances to. PerkeverAte \vithOut being bored or
OP

,_ --1,. ..
i

_..... \:

behaving inappropriately:: ImPortantly, it also offered the :opportunity to play with neW
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behayiors in a context that was relatively safe. The activity we began with was.an aim-the-
:

arrow game on a TV screen°. There was a small bullseye in the center of the screen, and '

..., , ,.

somewti:ere on'the screen an arrow pointed in some random direction. Keyi4 rl would
.

command the arrow to point right or left and, onc'e it was aimed at the target, would tell it

what distance to shoot. If his aim was. corrett and lie esiimated:the rith 'stance, a bell

would.ring and he would 'core a. point.. He had to specify angle changes in degrees right

.0r,lett., and the slAtance_to shoot was measured in hundredths of an inch. He had had no

geometry training before, and did not know any angles' measures and did .not seem to

understand anglemeasurement well. 'Thus when he gave turning instructions to therarrow,

he was perseverative and tendada.o use o ly large numbers that 'nded with 5, like 165 a'nd.ti

155 which were his favorites. In fact, thIt did not matter, since enough of them did tend to

aim the,.turtle and he had the patience al interest to repeat the commarftis many times.

When the turtle was very well aimed, he woluld stop furnirig and,shoot. This was not the

only way hshowed that his obviously perseverative behavior was nevertheless mindful of

a goal. On occasion his teacher and I would show him new angles to try, like 45, 90 and

180. He tried some of them but for a long time he,would return to 165or some other angle

afteeward. The only time that- he would consistently use an angle that was not in the mid ..

.1

-..hundredi.arid ending with 5 was when :he aim was Yery Close but not quite on target. He
,

could then be convinced (but never at other times) ter try a small numberffike %II (his age).
. -

. .y

-, His use of his special numbers was less_appropriate for estimates of distance, since each

tithe he shot, the arrow was placed in a neW place. He could see tHaf some strnple changes,

in his behi'viOr-(the distance he chose, for example) would prduce a desired effect (hitting

5 3
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the target more of tenl. He began using a ruler to measure the distance to shoot the arrow

rather than guessing the distances all the time. Over the course of Approximately an hour

and a quarter of enthusiasiC playing, he.became more and more..deliberate in his use Of
, .

angle as well as in his distance judgment, and he built up a.CottiiiierOle.'score..

4.5 Thomas -- Maps anci Phone Books:

Thomas is nine years old and autistic. He attends a special class along with six oth'er

autistic or Atistic-like children. H'is teacher describes hirrt

Ai the beginning of each morning,the roup is situated around a
table as we begin the group language lesson.. Tom...(has) no idea of
what _is happening around [tiim]Torn responds only when calleck
upon and in most instances [only after I prompt with] two or three
repetitions Of estreti- response.... Tom screens out everyttilpg,
interacting only upon r st and witildrawing back inlv Own
world. [He]...h an e emely ort attention span and is-7able to
answer 60% of the ti r'ectly after being,cued several

Communication is extremely difficult. For example, when .;":1prnmy
has.reached his primary frustration level he purses his lips tqether
and Will pinch your arm. Peak frustration level involves crying and
pinching, both of which subside alrnost as quickly as theycime
when interaction is halted.1°

Hit academic abihty is beyond his' apparent use for it: he .is reported to flip quickly

through the TV Guide and have read and memorized all the TV specials and movies

the week., He also remembers details of car trips and .map directions phenomenally

His special interests are hand calculators and telephone books!

41--/
He was brought to the Logo ,Group iith two other children frorri his class. Our inieheloin

,1q7
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wai to have the phYsical floor-turtle ready, as its physical prese

_Golder _giber

ce 4d 'real movement

seemed' more easily prrceiVable and less abstract than the screen 4(awings, but problems

prevented Its use: We had already set op-some drawin s to Allow- the children to

make lines on the screen regardless of what,keys they presked on the teletypes. indeed?,

Thmmy_stid not seem at ill interested in the screen, but after just randomly (?) pressing a

, ,
few keys, he began to type seriously. As he typed each letter, he would say the letter in a

tense, strangely mechanically iritoned voice.

METHUENMALL MACDONLADS BURGEMANG SEARS

_4 am not familiar with Met ti uen Mali, and-therefore do not know if those stores were from

that shopping center or n It didn't matter. He repeated the typing and spelling over and
/

over, clea the line if he made a typing ristake and repeating the same spelling errors.

He never once ronounced any .of the words he had typed, but he said every letter. The

computer ent down. I raced off to restore it. When I retuined, a tracher who

accompanied the children down was trying to attract hiin back to the computer, but Tommy

was heavily into a telephone book. "Ignoring' Tommy, I sat down at the computer and

typedfETHUENMALL. I read the word out loud and wondered audibly whit word

should follow it. Tommy left the telephone book on the floor and sat on my lap,

grabbed my'hands, plaCed them on his stomach and continued thecping, again saying

each letter as he typed it. Ppegan to recite the letters along with him. At first, I used "my

own" voice, saying each letter with the slightly rising inflection that I normally use when

listing things. My syllables were short, and each began louder than it ended. He continued

his chant, each letter drawn out on one pitch, at one intensity, unchanged and unchanging.

55
4.
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decided to try the drorre myself. When I copied his chant eiactly, he reduced the tension

in his voice. His syllables became shorter with. otit being clipped, he droppecrthe intensity

during the vowel, and allowed his pitch.tci,drop,,t&O.';'.1t I stopped srfeaking With hiro:'he
-

}/ould go back to the mechanieifdrone. But if I continued to spell with him,.using° my own
1r,

voice at this time, he would spell several letters in'a clearly rilrmal yoke --one t had never,' 6

heard him Use! He .would return lo the drOne after a few letters, and, again, would stay

clibning W1 persisted irius'ing my voice otiOtherwise did not drone with him: At one-titne,Y..

s,

during, BURGERKANG, he said the A with a verAquestioning voice. I said '"I? and h

_Icleared the line and typed the correct spelling. He got up, went over to the phone book,

looked at it without touching it, returned to my lap and correctly spelled MCDONALDS.

The photiebook had been open to that pale 11 along. Frequently, wIsh he finished a

word, he would flutter his hands in front or s eyes) seemed iyleased at these times. If
4

I tried to copy that lie would grab My hands and p ce them on his stomach again. Much

of the time, he would rest his cheek against mine and occasionally, with apparent

excitement, took my hands ancrMade them squeeze our two heads together gehtly.. In what

ways was the Computer better for him than an electric typewtr. I .. ,-.intrially -asked

myself, since he was not making any use of the drawing or other features: lit he showed

P
swer himself as he learned-h w to clear the screen to hide all of his past work rid

s' get rid oft\any mistakes hemade.

5 6

;
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4- nnetter a FriOtenedCirl: A,

i

Annette is 14. She i a pretty child with an engaging smilttright
eyes and no,yisible. handicap. She has severe' language and \ ___,/
moderate learning disat liqes including weaknesses.in space- c ,

. perception, some "apraxi sl and asterer*iosiA s worn tactile
,

les

`dis4imina'tion and/or (re:ognition). She can match pictures of
_ob jecil an`d. reads at about a first graCie)evel, though with 1

some .
/ marked syntictic weaknesses.(as meas .: by arranging. pgrited I.:- ge...

words into, a sentence). Her 'speech is1 yer limited, both in Ce.te.nt
and in-claritrci.have not yet heard her say more than two words in j

_

a single UtteranCe. Yet, she enloyisigning arkci.,seems grfatly to
prefer it to' speaking. Her recordstajes 'that in a.test situation th'ar',
required her to respond verbally, sh lbecame frustrated and was ?

.,
twiCe near tears, but whelf in anoth r testing)thiation ie was not
necessary for her to talk, "she smile a lot aidd really appe'ired to
enjoy hersettNShe can add' on her'Ti1Ters and: was learning the
'orcieLof the alphabetthe first timel met her. T h ou g h J1 e r
diagnoses have included behavior disturbances and mental-
retardation secondary to brain *image, her language processing is so
weak that it-is difficult to be certain about the extent of )her
potential., °

Unlike the other children fo whom there is a relatively circumscribed handicap that the

computer bypaues or ignores. Annette goes slowly with everything. Treli.most pressing

probleti,b'owever, seem to be her disability with language and her lo:iMage of herself as

a learner and we can deal directly with those. We must bypass thelanguage problem

much the way that we do with the autistic or deaf child by presenting the minimum

language needed for the proiet, desired. For Annette, pictures or ideograms might be

better than letters,lespite her ability to read, ro minimize the threat that come with
- ...

.
anything academic. _Working with her was diffiCUlt, as.she is ve Frif-frfilereby new

Kings. *She and I personally get along' nicely, .but ske could no get near the computer

without another girl, Linda, along. Linda acted as a kind Of prost etic for Annvte, actually

5 7

-
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doihg tIG7ing White Annetteki bitzedi The pairihg was es
. ,

ialTY .intriguinK since,
Ir ,

i

Linda has ar'p4sical handicap btit is less academicailly retarded t4an-Annette.' I attempted

( ° 1

. to continue wOrkirig,-wigi nnette irt this way, with a friend,. but ,she was brought alone to

f.

'the ne

11

.11

ision and wo ld not tr anythirfg, apparently rearipg some kind af ,a test was

involviide lust as- jtwy Coul
..

be able to interact with the

Interact*ith me.only:ihrough the michine Annette seems to

chine ory through a friend;',. "ll, the interaciion was rea

She. was designing the e
, . , Ments to try and watching the results eagerli; two behaviors

,

,

that ire untistiial for Annette and reveal aspects of her mIcidothat are otherwise Ivey, ch

hidden.

"Mental re ation" it a terrn which refers, vaguely, to a low level of functioning. The
.-_,_Y . .

,

notion ihatjit is .a unitary 'condition, "the cause" of the low, level or,functionihg,. is wrong,

*.. . r
plains noihing, and impedes progress in the education of the mentally retarded.

.

It would

be delightful to dis.01;c er Annette's handicap is due to nothing more than the
-,

icombination
of severe languaghi ndicaps and associated Severe emotional problems. This

- s

would give us aietter idea of how to,treat her, but even if we cannot get a more detailed
ir t,

or accurate,picture than that provided by the diagnoSilis of MR, we need not be

disappointed. ti er problem, as opposed to our problem with her, (and this really applies to

every one of. the children I've desCribed as well as every ch Id and adult I have not

described) is having a rich and interritiing and esteemable life. That mgtsj, rtainly be

enhanced by seeing oneself as i communicator and an effeCtor.
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The coMmunication.,difficulties that enny (section 1.4), Jay*ction '0.3), and Susan . had
. )l ,

were yrimarily, neurom scular. They ali)had language and commlniCated. rieysattended,

understocid whit others said, and spoke.Or tYped their ideas.. Nancy, Joey, Kevin and

Annette have severe language handicaps. For 'Joey, 'no form of communication currently
,

. 6

works and all fOur have great difficulties- communicating, focusing 'their attention and ,

eontroling themselves or their environments. If weirreaQelp them to communicate with-.

-,
. .. , ) ,..

the computer --land via the coMputer,.the world -- We must take these irblems int(?).
.,. . '

41..imemigaik, ../-
account: , An input device;directly sensitive to the child's proximity w C111 te initiala------,---A
contacts:',.With such a theremin-like inpbt de*Vice, approach an4 avoidanceith. no:other

deliberate action,tan cause an effect:. The output device must .ilto be easy ,toiAtend to

peripherally. A 36 square foot a:dor TV screen on which one can draw in full color allows.,
..

. a -
,..

--. ,a very large effect for a very senall effort. 10.the ctUld liecomes more- mtere in;

4. 2

4 -, ,

,

whatever output device is used (robot tuale, cOlor TV, music box), the.inpyt aeviWnust
\. ,,

-

; modified to allow greater flexibility. It must become less s eensiti to the child's gyOss ..-,
\ L.

movernents and allow deliberate choices while the child stays near- or :in conttact with it.
0 °

6, .)The gradual narrowing of the window through which the childCornmunieates Involves a

--I ., . . .
. .

,,;,
.

.._
,3. .

okind of behavior shaping, but *without the having the sense,of,progr,rndngl, controlling
i

the 'Id. Whataer communkative efforts the ctiild mikeS rougtrut. this entire proce4.,,
s

oc ur only at his own discretion and express only that Se choose* =13tok_ifie regulirizatio
, .

,=1
,

t -of communication (t)p machine responds very pr ). and 'the- lac f d cl

) , s . ,),. ..----
. . th, .

achine never even seems to want something from the chikl)ritay5 lp the c ild learn how
r

)

f

(the A

to cipmtinicate more freely.0
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The grand ,A/on is clear. Sorrie of Ae particUlars whiih erivirOnme ts might

56 oldenbikl;

particular,ly suit which children are also known. BUt a great deal,of work remains to be

. This kind of investiption eads us near the frontier of work' with the handicapped.

It aliorequires a statè-of-the-at ç pkigy and new Fiedagoecal assumptions ai½4. skills.

Frnyliy. Vie children themselves in furrlish,a wealth.of surpriSes as they begin to engage

kactivities
-

ey hacitheyer dreamed of, and sensitivity to them maylead to research in

dire6ions other tha those.suggested in this paper. ?Environments must be designed that
,

allow us to test oui the it assumptions. The designing of these environments is a clinical.

taA, tailbring) hardwar 'and pedagogy to each individual child. At the sarne
'

time, lit!' seems irPip o early kesponsible explorations into the directions 'that

comp ed habilitation and education- enters might go in the future.

7

_ t

41.

plicaeltin of this k ind of lechnb to ;vocational ha6ilitation is 'ails() impo taht to

.Mention before, O)toining the specific s(riaksthac must 'be und citiri the next

4

si4ferally`ears.-* r
One Student's Er rience

The problem's.anti the potential are illustrated by our w k with jy,
a..cerebral palsied adolescent with, no-effe tiye tise of hands,.legs
.speeoh:- Before the eiperirnehtyita ed, jiy had been experienCed in

afie4c1-3 wfih whith he could type,though Slowly and;
inac dratel tin a tectricypewrter that was specially modified tc
(lave tete ed :iejs to guail.against accidental key-pressMg. After =3.-
onty one day.(aplaroximately 3 holirs), Jay's teachers noticed a vast
:improvement inlitis typing ability. In three .days,.jay had lea'rned
enough.Logo'to_draw some very handsome pictures. The4nterest-of

'
. -

o. r

\ .'
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thete5pents is greatly intrea\se0 by the Oact that Uayintellectual--- ,.

pgtential had previously been 'assumed toebe..extrernely low, Jay's

perience viiththe computer deri)onstrated for the first time a high
1 el of analytiC and of spatial ability. .Indeed, some puzzling
problems for developmental psychology are'vaised by the fact that a
person who had never manipulated objects or drawings could
perform so weli-a 'task requiring quite-,:kophisticat,ed spatial
reasoning. The case study was conducted in a very infOrmal
exploratory spirit b t nevertheless makes it quite obviot,Lsittt more4

1work ir, this directi" could be extremely interesting fk.teoretiCal
psychology besides being of more immediate practical variiie from an

.educatiral and humanitarian point of view. ,
., /

The Promise
.

..1,

Jay's\ ichievements after Ca short 'time Were already sigfificant]....
But the image we want to create 'here of the possible va.lue of access

computer is qualititively very Mucn more than even thi . To
develop it we have to ask :he reader to grant that if Jay coulc learn .
any significant piece of programming skill in a Cew days (4idon

Ni!

our first presumably clurisy attempt at teaching someone lik him)
,

then he could come to a high .enoug degree of profictlency in the I

course of a few years to be employed a professionalprogrammer. .
,

Naturally, this suggeition raises many questionybout the broader
edutationJie might need ,to operate effectivity as a cçunputer ,(of_
other) professional and the material conditioos which ivkuld m ke A
possible for a person with his disy5ifities to interact with a work' taZ)

' rld...We'clairn that our pilesent s te of knowledge makes th e all
ro nresWirchable questions to which one can expect---w-itii-
rfason le.confidence to have ptable, and demonstrated soliitio, \,......,

, .

within a fiars..[GoldEnbe andik/pert 1976]
..

/
,,s

)f

40,
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Sd What Needs ti", bq Done:

Following are three specific areas in which

5.11 Equipment Development:

In the past several years, a.-vtariety of ele%ronic -communicators ha-ve.ap red. [Luster and
,

'Vanderheiden 1974) )1esponsible developers who have stressea the service:component of
.

their work have cared not only about the conceptual function the devices, but also witk

the.s,turdiness, reliability, maintainability, ease of ut-e and attractiveness of the'

rk is neecp.

comrnuniators. The ideas %vac to provide a person such as Jay with a communication

system which can be installed, n its entirety, in his wheelchair, tAe his property and stay
b.

with him, just 'as his eyeglasses do. It was also deemed impbrtant that the user be able to
Q

;use the aid flexibly in recreational, educational and vocational settings. Only with the ,

recent availaliiiity, of inexpensive, powerful, small coMputers could some of these goals be
.;

;

realized. Srhart communication devices can anticipate the user's needi while making good

use of the4user's,capabilities. The flexibility, to have er-variable cho ces on a direct-access

lap-tray is part of the Autocom (Vanderheiden) and the TIC (Fooldt) rna1tes,use of English

rthographic s ,ratistics to abridge the time needed to spell a word.t; Biit..the microcomputer

makes possi ititittpen up which were .not even conceivable before. The ultimate

.communication device should provide capabilities for speech and graphics and Ask. and

locomotion in- addition to the'ptcluctiori of voice .or text. If it is to be therapeutically,

sound, it must make use of' the pers4s 'strengths in such a way as to increase his

independence. Recall, fir a particular example, the therapeutic use of the spoken word
k.1
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recognizer. (See section 2.23) Also, the fact that a cortiputer can make communication not

merely possible, but quitepractical offers the motivation to expand that communication

beyond the exiiression of physical or work-related needs. It sholild be pointed out'ihat Ihe.
\

technology necessary to implement this dream is all currently available, though not yet;
,

assembled and utilized in the optimal way. Thu , this dream does
_)

future development whose timetkable is as
,

nknown.
/

program WoUldk4be dependent 6A the goals and7findings of .sUch is described

not depend 6n some

The equipment development

research as

(below and would stress the building of an optimal device rather than-the dapting of some
/- )

device that had originated for some other purpose.

5.12 Research and Devehikprilent in Psycl4ogy and Pedagogy:.

. Cu ricua that currently,vyhave what mighVbekalled--cultural biases

I

4a,y. They tacitly assume a very large set
I
of experiences that Jay fiat not had. If we try to

against people like

teach him without, being sensitivehis fact, we may misinterpret his failures as indicators

of his potentialrather than indicators of his readiness. The fact that this kind of error can

be made is illustrated well by Jay. Because Jay was able to type, and b ause he stthlo

showed very, limited intellectual perfurmance,N swim of the people workin wqh

10

it safe to accept,mental retardation as part of 1iis diagn6Sis. If any.paft of the
y

nor,thal child's difficultie6vith math.comes ?iom hiS view of it as a. useless exercise, how

much more true that mUst be for someone whose major life issues have always been tryink

to communicate where youurt or when to turn on th TV. Though it comes as 'no

surprise that there are children whose intellectual potential re ains laegely undiscovered,

6 3
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each child that we. work with makes itiXfully clearer chap' the number of children whose

mental life haso6een written off may be vastly greater than the most optimistic of us have,

ever guessed.

Research must also bedirected toward understanding where some of Jay's surprising
.

abilities come from. Jay's, sensitiiiity to aritkand dimension (though he has never
; .? e.

physically manipulated. these variabes) needs more study. We need !clearer pictures not only

of what is lacking in ,the handicapped. child's mental map of the world, but of what is.

present. Research in thespirit okPiaget and without our cultural biases is certainly needed.

Some specific experiments. in eddcation and habilitation must betried. A child's, progress

in breath control may be a clear milestone to a trained speech therapist and still go totally
'

. .

undetected by the,.child who hopes to learno speak. The spoken word recognizer may
0.

, .
. .

provide a tool by which the child can gain feedback and put his vocal efforts to use. The
.

Cu

pleasure in contr-ol/and the confidence that progress is possible not to mention the

cogstant practiCe that are an expectable consequence of that pleasure and confidence

should vastly increase the succest of the therapy.TXperiments to verify this con jecture--are

noeded.

42,
4

5.13
Exper1t

ments in vocational training:

Thought must be given both to the kinds of ilbs that would be suita6le for a person like

Jay or Lisa. Consideration muit be given notionly to the physical manageability of the job,

6 4
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e(\,,but to th personal satisfaction that one can gain from it. Occupations involving the

manipirtation .of information and which do noit require much physical. motrihty or.
' .44

manipulation come to mind. For- eOmple, computer programming -done at one's
.

own home if mobilky were a problem. Similarly, reference library work and manuscript

editint can, when needed, becarried out remotely, ',But we cannot blindly assume that by.

providing communication equipment alone, the remainder of educating these, clients for

their job will2llow a normal coUrse. As with other currict, We must 'realize_that the

student's real handicap is his relatiVeiy diminished abihty teadapt to our fai4ingzs in

teaching and that we must therefore tailor both mode of presentation and actual content in

reisonable ways., This calls for a careful analysis of what knowledge.and abilities are really

necessary for.'" particular job and must of course account_ for tke,non-normal background

of the student.

4
For example, pairs of people who might singly remain unemployable can potentially be

employed together n innovative Ways. The physically Alicapped person who, despit.

aid of a computer still needs considerablephysical aid and care in order to-interact

si.

succesifully with his work environment may in some cases be provided that aid by a
, r 1 r-

retarded worker whose employability and social contacts would otherwise be limited to the

sheltered workshop. .Thoughtful efforts must bAnade in develoPing an appropriate

educatibnal program to help a retarded person assume such a role.
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, £2 Clinical Use and Demonstration Centers:

V

Colcirii_berg

',

ptperiments "in vitro" as described abose have the technological flexibility and staffing to

have the wildest dream,: and make them come true, but do not have the variety of users

(both -students and teachers) that "in viv)" experiments ki0. The latter offer more feedback

:otl the clarity of the curriculum, the generality of its usefulness or interest, and the

suitability of the equipment. In addition, the different perspective of field us:eiiis may

furnish a wealth of icle* that °are not so readily gained in a laboratoey setting. The

practical considerations,of packaging an econamica444.sically-stable, and easily exportable
s--

system for general use with severely handicapped children must, be examined closelyand so

it will be n to form close working relationships waytreatment centers and schools
/

such as Crot Mountain Center.

.1

Gf
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NOTES

I. Our ,experiences with severely physically handicapped children raise such important
questions as these: How active must active be? How much of a child's experience must
kie physically active for him to create an internally active mental model?

2. One such experience is mentioned briefly in:section 4.2 of this paper and is recorded on
videotape. TheWier and Emanuel work is also videotaped.'

3..''The children described are ekeal, but dames have been cha.nged and identif ying
information has been changed 6r deleted.

4. It is interesting to nOte that the dominant philosophies Tegarding the use of sign
.' language in the education nf deaf children hardly take anY note of the difficulties of

visual transmission of English, whose natural modality, both historically and
developmentey within each hearing person, is auditory.

5. "Voluntary motor controlcan be an/ voluntarily controllable an measurable efferent,
and need not be a coordinated movement.

..6. An interesting case in point,is sign language [Markowicz 1972, Woodward 1973] Despite
the continued predominance of strictly o schools'fOr deaf children,,which se ms

4

incredible, in the light of the research [Ve non and Koh 1970, Vernon and Koh 1 71],

there is an increasing number of schools which are beginning to allow, or, better yet,
use sign language. A casual look at :he society of deaf adults tells us that .signing is not
merely an "interim way" for the child to.communicate, and yet,.for the most part, even
the schools that most freely accept signed communication tend.to regard the linguae
ethnocentrically, treating it only as an auxiliary language, something which may be
valued as a kind of teaching tool, but never esteemed along side of English. DaVid M.
Denton, Superintendent of the Maryland School for the Deaf, must certainly be
considered One of the strongest and most conscientious supporters of total
communication for deaf children. In an article supporting its use (Denton 1970), he
quotes the definition of total communication: "By total communication is meant the
RIGHT of a deaf child to learn to use all forms of .communication available to develop
language competence. This includes the full spectrum, child devised gestures, speech,
formal signs, fingerspelling, speechneading, reading and writing." (my italics) Perhaps
no special emphasis was intended when 'language competence" was chosen instead of
something like "intelleaual strength, the knowledge\of self-worth and social fluency," but
neither haVe I seen explicit acknowledgment that language is not an end, but a means
(except among theradical fringe I know of only one such who is a supporter of
Ameslan [Faint 1974]). It is rarefor sign to be taught deaf children With the same
deliberate care and pride that characterizes the teaching of English to either hearing or

6 7
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deaf children

.Goldenherg ,

7. Personal communication from Cilinton Hilliard..Director of Communication Thilapy at
Crotched Mountain Center, Greenfield, New Hampshire

8, 1 will often have occasion to use the word "program The word alwais suggests
planning whether one refers to a remedial reading program or the technical sense of 'a
computer program (procedure):bu: 1 will use it consistently w'ith the non:Technical
meaning, suggesting the idea of a 'language arts program. a TV program, 2:1 an after
dinner program always like a iranement of events, a menu or perforlance and
never like the work of a computer p-ogrammer That latter item a set of insiructions
to be followed by a machine 'dr a person will be referred to consistently as a

. 'procedure (Indeed, a computer might -put on a program' just as a dance troupe might',
and each would execute one or more procedures to do so.) '

9 Wier and Emanuel [Wier and Emanuel 1976] refer to the "passive pupil role/-and che
. ,

"ernotionally_committed role" of their autistic student, David. When David wras being
. .

taught,.when the agenda was not his and the activities were hot thorclughly within hu
control. tie "acted autiltic and assUmed the passive role. When At was.the agent, Ole,
researchers observed increases'in appropriate spontaneous speech. .provements th
vocal tone, changes in body posture signifying interest and involvemeritand Obvious

,

pleasure.
41

10. Personal communication from Da.uel Marshall at the Easter Seal Socieq lia.Manchester.
New Hampshire.

, 4 ,
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